Blind Date 2021 books list

ID

Description

bd01

Blackly comic, thought-provoking and constantly surprising ; fraught with passion, duplicity
and unexpected revelations

bd02

Surreal, darkly humorous short stories delve into love and loss, natural disasters and the
influence of technology

bd03

About the hope, sacrifice, and love between two sisters and the secret that drives them
apart. Explores the fascinating, funny, and sometimes achingly sad ways a secret at the
heart of one family both breaks them and binds them together.

bd04

When the past suddenly turns murky how do you carry on, contentedly, when events
conspire to upset all your vaunted truths?

bd05

Perceptive and funny tale about small town life … with a little bit of ancient Greek influence

bd06

A dystopian bug’s life for grown-ups.
She discovers secrets about the hive that cause her to challenge authority and perform
unthinkable acts.

bd07

A chilling psychological thriller about a marriage, a way of life, and how far one woman will go
to keep what is rightfully hers.

bd08

If you like mind games and suspense, I’m the one for you - the terrifying twin sister to
“Groundhog Day.”

bd09

Despite an overwhelming fear of interacting with people, he decides to investigate the murder
of a neighbor’s dog and uncovers secrets about his mother.

bd10

A schoolteacher advocates on behalf of a student and is drawn into the child's family until his
mother's ambition leads to betrayal.

bd11

A page-turning journey to the heart of a lost era, a tale about a showdown between brilliant
men, is filled with adventure, intrigue, historical references and events, mystery and thrills.

bd12

I'm another snappy thriller-comedy set in Florida. Darkly hysterical, with a “hero” whose
motto is : “Always be halfway prepared”

bd13

Combining love, morality, and war with mystery. With a little something for everyone, I’m the
complete package.

bd14

Haunted by memories of his past in the circus and the freaks, exotic animals, and other
people he encountered as a performer.

bd15

In a solitary lifeboat bobbing on the wide, wild Pacific, lost at sea, he must use all his wit and
daring to develop an understanding with his only fellow survivor.

bd16

"Today I'm five. I was four last night going to sleep in Wardrobe, but when I wake up in Bed
in the dark I'm changed to five, abracadabra." Devastating yet uplifting, a luminous portrait of
a boundless maternal love

bd17

As confusion starts to cloud her thinking and her memory begins to fail, she receives a
devastating diagnosis

bd18

Growing up on the tough streets two girls learn to rely on each other ahead of anyone or
anything else. As they grow their paths repeatedly diverge and converge.

bd19

A tenuous friendship blooms between two disparate strangers--one an illegal Nigerian
refugee, the other a recent widow from suburban London.

bd20

bd21

bd22

bd23

bd24

Getting involved with a group of true-crime obsessives who share information on notorious
murders and swap gruesome memorabilia may not have been my best idea...
A twisty, dark psychological thriller.
A mesmerising novel of love and loss and unbearable choices
This is a story of right and wrong, and how sometimes they look the same.
The story of a relationship trying to survive a deal that seemed too good to refuse… Thrilling,
sometimes comic, often absurd and entirely engaging -spinning sins into the territory of Elvisthemed escorts, stuffed-animal carnality and customizable sexbots.
Her carefree existence changes forever when she prevents an assassination attempt and
then overhear a secret discussion. Soon she is swept up in a dangerous game involving
disappearing children, a beautiful woman, a trip to the far distance, and amazing allies
Join a literary apothecary who believes that reading cures almost all ills. Using his intuitive
feel for the exact book a reader needs, he mends broken hearts and souls. The only person
he can't seem to heal through literature is himself...

